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^What it was like starting out as an editor back before most 
of you were born. 

^ What’s changed
^ The publishing industry
^ Editorial training
^ The tools available
^ The level of competition

^ What hasn’t really changed
^ The strategies that work
^ Why people hire editors
^ What those people look for
^ How long it takes to get established

Some background
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^About Editors Canada’s Online Directory of Editors
^ What sort of “experience” can I include in my entry when I don’t 

have much or any professional editing experience?

^ What should I focus on in terms of skills?

^Other topics
^ Are there ways I can stand out from the crowd?

^ Do I need to have a business name yet?

^ Do I need to have a website yet?

The questions I was asked



The last time I did this



The URL for that recording

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_G6aH1YSlMc&t=361s







What I’ve learned since the last time I did this
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^ https://www.editors.ca/sites/default/files/editorscanada-careerbuilder.pdf

The Career Builder



^In the first step, you should meet editors and you should 
learn about the editing profession, editing tasks and 
editing standards (such as the Professional Editorial 
Standards that Editors Canada publishes).

Step 1



^ ●Go to local meetings of editors. 

^ ● Join editing Facebook groups connected to membership in editing 
associations, as well as free groups like the Editors’ Association of Earth. 

^ ● Participate in Twitter chats. Follow the Twitter hashtags where editors 
connect. 

^ ● Follow some editing blogs (ask your fellow editors what they read). 

^ ●Volunteer with your local editing association. 

^ ● Join editors’ email forums (many associations have members-only email 
forums). 

^ ● Join an editing association to get these and other benefits (including 
discounts on training and conferences, and access to a job board and a 
business directory).

Step 1, Part 1. Networking



^● Editing conferences offer one to two solid days of 
professional development and networking. Find editing 
conferences in the Conferences for Editors Facebook 
group. 

^● If you specialize in a particular subject area, watch for 
conferences that are specific to that subject. For example, 
if fantasy is what you edit, you should attend the Ad Astra 
convention. 

Step 1, Part 2. Attend a conference



^Editing 
^● punctuation 

^● grammar 

^● style

Step 1, Part 3. Take courses on these topics



^Tools and techniques 
^● querying 

^● electronic editing 

^●Word styles 

^● Professional Editorial Standards: How do they work for you? 
(Editors Canada free webinar)

Step 1, Part 3. Take courses on these topics



^Business 
^● freelance editing introduction 

^● estimates and rates 

^●Getting work with the online directory of editors (Editors 
Canada free webinar)

Step 1, Part 3. Take courses on these topics



^Do you have advice on how to handle interviews?

Other questions that came up



^How to handle interviews.

^1. Be yourself.

^2. Have a list of questions you want answered. Make sure 
you know the answers to all of them by the end of the 
interview. 

^3. Be aware of your instinctive reactions, whether positive 
or negative. Run screaming if your instincts tell you to, and 
be flexible to make it work if your instincts say it is a good 
fit. 

^4. Keep other possible jobs out of your mind. 

Interviews



^1. Is applying for internships a good idea?

Other questions that came up



^Most internships are almost entirely exploitative if looked 
at in financial terms.

So ask yourself what you’re getting in exchange for 3 
months of your life. Possible good answers:

^-- required course credits.
-- experience I don’t have but really need.

^-- contacts in a place where I would like to work.

^-- a track to a possible specific job.

Internships



^1. Do you need in-house experience to freelance?

Other questions that came up



^ I’ve been doing this since 1977. 

^ I’ve NEVER had a “job” in the field. 

So how did I learn? Three outstanding mentors 

^ – Lee d’Anjou, who taught me how to freelance

^ – Lawrence Haskett at Collier-Macmillan, who took the time to 
go over my editing with me

^ – Don Sedgwick at Doubleday, who taught me how the 
publishing industry works

In-house experience



^1. Should I charge HST?

Other questions that came up



^1. NOT charging HST tells your customers that you earn 
less than $30,000 a year. Do you really want them to know 
that?

^2. If you’d registered for HST, you get to claim credits –
actual money back – for the HST you pay on anything you 
buy.

^3. If you use the Quick Method, you even get to keep part 
of the tax money you collect, 

Charging HST



^ Should I get a business card?

Other questions that came up



^You probably want to get business cards. 

^They’re crazy cheap. 

^Occasionally, you’ll REALLY wish you had once. 

Business cards



More questions?
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